from upgrading legacy code for new hardware through software efficiency improvement to automated software parallelisation.
In ''Trading between Quality and Non-functional Properties of Median Filter in Embedded Systems'' Zdenek Vasicek and Vojtech Mrazek investigate the possibilities and opportunities for improving non-functional properties of software, such as execution time, code size and energy consumption. They focus on applying genetic improvement techniques to the median functions implemented using comparator networks.
Finally, in ''Online Genetic Improvement on the JVM with ECSELR'' Kwaku Yeboah-Antwi and Benoit Baudry present an online genetic improvement framework called ECSELR. It has the ability to improve and adapt inside a target software system enabling it to evolve and adapt at runtime without any external dependencies or human intervention.
Collectively, these three papers illustrate the diverse range of applications of genetic improvement and provide a detailed compilation of the various issues currently being investigated in this new research area.
I would like to thank the editor-in-chief, the authors and the reviewers for contributing to this special issue on genetic improvement. It will undoubtedly encourage engaging work in this exciting field. I hope you take some inspiration from this special issue for your own future research. Enjoy reading!
